Vapor-pressure measurements on oxygen covering the entire range from the triple point to the critical point are reported. By measuring short sections of isotherms, the critical temperatu re and pressure were found to be 154.78° K and 50.14 atm, respectively. The triple point temperature and preSSUle were found to be 54.363° K and 1.14 mm Hg respectively. The two solid-solid trans ition s were found to be at 43.800° and 23.886° K respectively. Meas ure ments were made of the heat capacity of oxygen in t Il e c ritical region at s ix different filling densities . A comparison of the temperatu re scales of three d ifferent laboratories is made, based upon reported values of the fix ed points o f h y clrogen , nitrogen, and oxygen .
I. Introduction
This Bmeau has maintained since 1939 a provisional temperature scale [IP covering the range 11 ° to 90° K. Tlus scale was based on a group of seven resistanee thcrmometers, two of whieh have since suffered accidents that caused them to be removed from the group . 2 The initial impetus for the work now being reported was a desil"C to relate this provisional tempel'atme scal e (PTS) to the properties of pme materials such as oxygen, so that the scale could be maintained without reference to' the preservation of the original group of thermometers. Oxygen was chosen because its boiling point defines the lower limit of the International Temperatme Scale (ITS) [2] , and because the triple point and the two solid-solid transitions gave promise of being usable fixed points. ,
We have for some time been aware that the ITS and the PTS maintained by this Bmeau do not join as smoothly (at 90.19° K) as would be desirable. It seems likely that the two seales cannot be brought into agreement with the thermodynamie scale without modifications of both. 1 Figures in brackets indicate the li teratllre referell ees a t the end of thi s paper. 2 'rhis group has recently been supplemented by 6 new thermom eters ca refull y compared witb members of the origina l group, 'l' he n ow thormometers all belong to a large group of thermometers recently m ade by t be Leeds a nd Northrup Co. f,'om the same piece or wire, at the suggestio n of tbe Confere nce on Low Temperature Calorimetry of the American Chemical Society.
Vapor Pressure of Oxygen
The vapor pressure data above 90.19° K will be useful when th e time for mod ificaLion of the two scales arrives. The vapor pressure of oxygen above 1 atm was not a well known as that of many oLher common gases. The last major investigation was by Dodge and Davis [3] in 1927 and went only to 2l.47 atm. Prior to that the best values were probably those reported by Onnes, Dorsman, and Holst [4] in 1914 . The ITS was not employed in either invesLigation. Hence it was decided to extend the present meaSUTements all the 'way to the critical point, using a modern high-purity platinum resistance thermometer calibrated on the ITS. Some highpressure h eat-capacity measurements were made to test the value of calorimetry in mapping the critical region and determining the eritieal temperature. The critical point was located by measuremen t of short seetions of isotherms (p versus V).
The work now being reported was begun in 1942. It was laid aside during the war and has been completed since the war. The primary purpose of defini.ng th e provisional temperature scale covering the range 11 ° to 90° Ie in terms of the vapor pressures find fixed points of pure materials is only partially accomplished by the present work. Additional fixed points are needed, especially below 40° Ie. Work on nitrogen and p erhaps neon would help to complete the picture, and it is hoped that this can be carried out in the not too distant future .
II. Apparatus
The apparatus used in the 1942 measurements was a small adiabatic calorimeter originally used by Brickwedd,e and Scott in their investigations of RD . This calorimeter was similar in general design to the one described by Scott et al [5J except that it was much smaller. The vapor pressure was transmitted to the manometer through a small filling tube. The determinations of solidsolid transition temperatures were made in this apparatus; also some triple-point measurements and most of the vapor-pressure measurements below 1/ 10 atm. With this apparatus both oil and mercury manometers were used .
The apparatus used in the measurements made since the war is shown schematically in figure 1. The low-pressure apparatus (upper half of fig . 1 ) was of glass, with a conventional mercury-in-glass manometer, which was read on a mirror-backed glass scale. Pressures up to about 1 m Hg were read directly on this scale, and higher pressures up to about 1.7 atm were read by opening tho stop cock to the atmosphere, and adding the reading of the barometer to the reading of the manometer. A flask of approximately 3-liter capacity marked caJibrated volume was used for measuring the quantity of O2 admitted to the apparatus. One of the condensing tubes was used to collect the O2 as it was prepared by decomposition of KMn04. The other 
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was useful in certain cases where m.:ygen was to be transferred from one part of the apparatus to another. The apparatus capable of withstanding high pressure (lower half of fig. 1 ) consisted of a cryostat, a pressure transmitter, a water pump, a water-oil cell, a Bourdon pressure gage, and finally a piston gage. Pressure exerted by O2 in the cryostat was communicated by vapor of the sample itself to mercury contained in the pressure transmitter. Thence it was transmitted thru m ercurv from the first meniscus to the second, then thru water to the water-oil cell, and finally thru oil to the piston gage.
Cryostat. Some details of the equilibrium chamber and its immediate surroundings are shown in figure 2. The equilibrium chamber was made by boring out a short section of pure nickel rod (% in. outside diameter) closing the lower end with a nickel cap and connecting the upper end to a heavy-wall nickel tube O~ in. by ?{6 in. ), which transmitted the vapor pressure to the measuring system. After assembly with silver solder the equilibrium chamber was inserted into a well in the heavy copper block and soft-soldered in place. The heavy copper block contained also a well for the resistance thermometer. Thermal contact between the thermometer and the block was obtained with stopcock grease. Actually there were two equilibrium chambers and two thermometer wells spaced alternately at 90 0 intervals about the axis of the block, but only one thermometer and one well were used in the present experiments. For convenience-in representation, figure 2 shows a thermometer in the position actually occupied by the second equilibrium chamber. The copper block was held frrmly in place by a short length of }~-in. monel tubing. The vapor-pressure tubes passed through slots in this tube. All three of the tubes were soldered to a copper bushing, which fit snugly into a sleeve that formed part of the shield. In figure  2 the sleeve and bushing appear as a single piece of metal. Stopcock grease was placed in the joint bet,veen them to impr'ove thermal contact . The weight of the Gopper-block assembly was carried by the two vapor-pressure tubes. For the insertion or r emoval of thermometers, the container and the thermal shield could be removed and the vapor-pressure tubes unsoldered at another sleeve and bushing above the cryostat, D ra wn to scale. after which the block assembly could be lowered several inches. The shield system was rather heavy Ois-in . wall) and was vacuum tight. This permitted the space between the shield and the container to be evacuated while a small amount of helium was left inside the shield and in the supporting tube that contained the vapor pressure lines. By varying the h elium pressure, the temperature of the heavy vapor pressure lines could be controlled without the use of unduly large heaters . The system worked satisfactorily but was less convenient to adjust than a system involving only electrical heaters. No advantage was anticipated Vapor Pressure of Oxygen from having helium around the block itself, but this simplified the problem of getting the leads to the block. However, when the measurements were about three-fourths completed a leak developed in the resistance thermometer. This would have prevented further measurements had it not been possible to operate with the block in an atmosphere of helium. The helium was of course a disadvantage in heat-capacity measurements .
The supporting tube carried the shield at its lower end. For a distance of about 2.5 in. 3 above the shield it was protected from the refrigerating bath by a I-in. tube that was essentially a continuation of the container . . A heater was wound on the outside of the protected section of the supporting tube. Two thermel (thermel =ther-mocouple or thermopile) junctions were placed on the vapor pl'essure lines, but no heater was wound on them. In addition a SL"X-power difference thermel was used in controlling the temperature of the Lubes and shield . Two junctions were on the tubes, one on the top of the shield, two on the side, and one on the bottom. They could be used as a single pile; also certain junctions and subgroups could be observed separately The bottom, top, side, and tube heaters were all in serie. The first three were controlled as a unit, with only occasional adjustment of shunts across the bottom and top heaters. It was found impractical to include the tube heater in the group.
To permit rough heat-capacity measurements, a heater was "napped on the outside of the block. One of the potential terminals for power measurement was lo cated where the current lead reached the block; the other was located near the top of the short section of thin monel tubing that helped to support the copper block.
Meniscus detectors. The pressure transmitter used during the latter part of the measurements was a ~Hn. stainless steel tube partially flll ed with mercury. Since the positions of the menisci could not be observed visually, a method was employed that involved the detection of the positions of nickel floats by means of an inductance bridge. The scheme and detecting circuit were designed for us by Maurice L. Greenough. The float were pure nickel cylinders Gis-in. inside diameter, 0 012-iv. wall) machined from larger stock so as to leave four projections at each end to keep the floats centered inside the stainless steel tube. When placed on a mercury surface the floats did not . sink, but were held entirely above the mercury by surface tension. Mercury tended to wet them on prolonged contact. This was controlled by oxidizing the floats in an oxygen flame before use.
Each detecting unit was a center-tapped inductance coil of A WG38 enameled copper magnet wire. The two halves were wound on a common Iucite form, which slid freely up and down the stainless steel tube. Each half had an inductance of about 0.495 henry and a resistance of about 825 ohms, and occupied a space % in. long, with inside and outside diameters of 2Hz and l}' in., respectively. The output of a beat-frequency oscillator was applied across either detecting unit with the center taps of the oscillator and the detecting unit connected together through a microammeter and a germanium rectifier so as to form an inductance bridge. The bridge was balanced by moving the detector until the float was midway between the two halves of the detector coil. Accuracy of the detection is discussed later.
Diaphragm cell. The pressure transmitter just described was used only in the later measurements . In the earlier measurements a diaphragm cell was used that was similar to the ' one described by Osborne, Stimson, Fiock, and Ginnings [6]. The diaphragm was of pure nickel 0.003 in. thick, clamped between two cylindrical blocks of monel metal about 4 in. in diameter. The adjacent surfaces of the blocks were hollowed out to a maximum depth of 0.005 in., so that the center of the diaphragm was free to move through a distance of 0.010 in. The di,shed-out areas had a diameter of 2.36 in. This was larger than the cell used by Osborne et aI., for the purpose of obtaining higher sensitivity, but the larger size seemed to be more difficult to assemble vacuum tight. It was clamped by twelve %-in. bolts. Larger bolts, and a working diameter of perhaps 1% in. would have reduced the troubles encountered. The cell was assembled in such a way as to stretch the diaphragm slightly just bRfore it was permanently clamped between the cell blocks. This was done by making the diaphragm larger than would otherwise have been necessary and first clamping it at its periphery so as to hold it in a plane slightly above the lower cell block. When the 324 upper cell block was placed in po\'i tion it pushed the central portion of the diaphragm out of its original plane before clamping it against the lower block. At the center of each block a 0.014-in . hole was drilled. Through one of these the pressure of oxygen vapor was applied to the lower side of the diaphragm. The upper side of the cell was connected to a line leading to the piston gage. This line contained two glass tubes, one immediately above the diaphragm in which the position of a water meniscus was observed; and another where the position of the oil meniscus was observed. The line connecting the tops of the two glass tubes contained a tee for admitting helium gas to the appropriate pressure. Water filled the space above the diaphragm and the line leading from it, so that the position of the diaphragm was registered by the height of the water column in the glass tube. The diaphragm cell worked satisfactorily for a period of months. After this it received very little use while the heat-capacity measurements were in progress. When vaporpressure measurements were resumed the diap}u'agm was found to be unusable, presumably because its position of equilibrium was no longer in the middle of the cell. The pressure transmitter shown in figure 1 was then substituted for it, with the addition of the water pump and wateroil cell. When both apparatuses were working properly they gave results of comparable accuracy. The one shown in figure 1 was easier to use, however, and had the advantage that at higher pressures the quantity of O2 in the cryostat could be varied over a large range. This was accomplished by changing the positions of the 'menisci and thus varying the volume in the transmitter that was occupied by Oz gas at high pressure.
l-Fater pump and water-oil cell . The ' water line was introduced between the oil and the mercury for reasons of safety. It could be omitted from an apparatus where the possibility of Oz-oil explosions was not present. The water pump was constructed much like an ordinary packed needle valve with a %-in. polished bronze plunger replacing the needle. The plunger had a travel of 2}~ in. , the thread on the stem was 7~ in.-13, and the 4%-in. hand wheel was reasonably easy to turn up to pressures of 50 atm. The water-oil cell contained a valve for bleeding the line and thus making sure of the position of the water-oil meniscus.
Piston gage. The piston gage used was number ~JessLlP [7] . It had a range of abou t 100 atm.
../The effe ctive area of the piston was 1.00653 cm 2 according to data furnish ed by M eyers.
Since it is known that pistons occasionally sufl'er appreciable changes in diameter , the gage was checked b y comparing it with another gage of the group described by ~t[eyers and J ess up (number 5-D-3077 8). The two gages agreed to b etter than . a part in 5,000.
III. Preparation and Purity of Samples
Till'ee differ ent samples of O2 were used. The first sample was used in all the 1942 measurements, the second in all subsequent m eas urements prior to July 1, 1947, and the last sample in all late r measureme nts . All were prepared from RMn04. The fu'st sample wa,s fraction ally distilled and tested by comparison of the vapor pressures of various fractions. No improvement in purity was noted. The last two samples were no t distilled. but at the time of preparation the first and last portions of th e oxygen generated were discarded. The possibility that the eon centralion of 0 18 in Llw samples would be affected by the distillation or the method of preparation was considered. Stedman [8] was able to increase the con centra,tion of 0 18 from the normal 1 parL in 500 to 1 par'L in 400 by running a 16-f t disLillation column for 27 hr. The vapor press ure of the pure h eavy isotope is probably only 1.5 percent less than that of th e normal mixture. Hence it seems very unlikely th at cha nges in isotopic composiLion co uld have any appl'ecia. ble effect on the present measllrements.
As som e have had difficulty in preparing pure oxygen from KJvln04, a few of the details of the technique used will b e describ ed. Excep t for minor modifications the pro cedures are those described by Scott [9] . A mass of IeMn04 equal to about ten times 4 the required mass of oxygen is placed in a glass bulb, confined with a plug of glass wool and sealed to the system. The bulb should be only about half full as the erystals swell and turn to powder during the reaction. The glass wool prevents powder from contaminating the r est of the system . A furnace is placed around the bulb , and the system is evacuated overnigh t or longer with the temperature slightly above 'According t o the reaction 2KMnO,+heat--> MnO,+ K ,M n O,+O,. it takes 9.88 g of KMnO, to make 1 g of 0, 01' 11.3 g to make 1 em3(1.l4 g) of liquid 0,.
Vapor Pressure of Oxygen 100° O. The temperature is then raised fairly rapidly to, say, 160 0 C and then more slowly un til a noticeable evolution of O2 is registered by the pressure gage of the vacuum system. This will occur at abou t 200° C . The vac uum pump is left. running, a nd th e temperature is slowly r aised until the r eaction chamber is thoroughly flush ed . The rate of generation of O2 is estim atod by closing the line to the pump temporarily and noting the rate of rise of pressure. After i t is judged tha t 5 or 10 percent of the material has reacLed, t.he pump line is closed and collection of th e sample is begun. The reaction accelerates as it proceeds, and is accompanied by decrepitation of the KMn04 crystals. It seems plausible t.hat any adsorbed gases will ue gotten rid of more completely if a small amOlll1t of decr epitation occurs before coll ection of the sam pl e is started. Th e furnace temper ature should be rather carefully controlled as th e reaction gets uncleI' way. Generally th e furnace temperature need not b e raised above 230° O. Collection of th e sample is observed in one of the condensi ng tubes, and when the reaction is judged to be abo ut 80 percent compl ete the remainder of the O2 is either discarded or coll ected in th e other tube.
Th er e was no indication in th e vapor-press ure daLa of any difference in the purity of th e threesamples. Melting-point daLa were Laken on th e first and last samples. rrhe equilibrium temperat ure was plotted versus th e r eciprocal of F , the fraction of th e sample melted, and th e slop e of a straight line drawn through the points was measured. This slope is th e coeffi cient of 11F in th e usual formul a for freezing point depression: T f -T = (xR T/ ILf) (1 IF). Usi:ng Giauque and Johnston's (10] value for L,(106.3 cal mole-I) and 54.363° Ie for Til values of x, the mole fraction of impurity, were computed. For the first sample x was found to b e 2 >< 10-7 , with an uncertainty in x of about 50 p ercent. The graph for th e third sample gave the same value of x, but the uncertainty was larger-of the order of 100 percent. No melting-point data were taken on the second sample, bu t it is thought to have b een of th e sam e puriLy as the other two. This was either a simple oil manometer (oil), a simple mercury manometer (Hg) , a mercury manometer reading the excess above barometric pressure (HgB), a piston gage with pressure transmitted to it through a diaphragm cell (PGD) , or a piston gage with pressure transmitted to it through the mer cury-filled U-tube shown in figure 1 (PGHg). The method used at each point IS indicated in one of the columns of table 1. , Oxygen was solid at this te mperature .
IV. Vapor Pressure
t Triple point.
The oil manometer contained apiezon-B oil with a density peg cm-3 ) = 0.86022-0.00063 (t- 25 ) as determined from m easurements at 20°, 25°, and 30° C by the Capacity, Density, and Fluid : Meters section of this Bureau. However, . when the same pressure was read simultaneously on the oil manometer and the Hg manometer the pressures did not agree exactly, possibly due to solution of O2 in the oiL Densities given by the above equation were accordingly multiplied by 0.997 to bring' the oil-and mercury-manometer data into agreement. The rate of diffusion of oxygen through the oil in the manometer appeared to be very slow; however, the vacuum side of the manometer was reevacuated frequently as a precautionary measure. All pressure measurements were reduced to standard mm Hg (g= 980.665 , t= O° C ) assuming local gravity to be 980 . 10 .
T emperatures were measured by a capsuletype platinum resistance thermometer. 1'he1'-328 r mometer L3 was used in the J 942 measurements and L14 in all subsequent. work. Thermometer L3 was one of the original group used to define the temperature seale below 90° K , which this Bureau now maintains. Its calibration is discussed in reference [1]. Thermometer L14 was calibrated below 90° K by comparison with thermometers of this original group , and above 90° on the ITS [2] . Resistances were measured on a : Muellel' resistance bridge .
Both the oil and the Hg manometers were read on mirror-backed calibrated glass scales. W'here several observations were made at the same point, the vertical position of the scale was shifted slightly after each pair of readings . This has been found to increase the accuracy of the observations . In general an experimental point consisted of three manometer readings alternated with two resistance r eadings. W'here the pressure was too high to be read on the Hg manometer alone it was necessary to rCfld the barometer. Barometer readings are also rcquired when a piston gage is used . Rather than read two instruments simultaneously it was found better to make barometer readings at more convenient times and to record the times of all readings. The barometer height was then plotted as a function of time, and appropriate values were read from the curve to add to the readings of the other instruments .
The procedure for taking data with the piston gage was different when the diaphragm cell was used than when the apparatus was employed as shown in figul"C 1. With the diaphragm cell, the first step was to calibrate the diaphragm by finding the height of the water column in the glass tube above it as a function of the pressure difference across the diaphragm. This was done before almost every run, although the change in calibration was small and monotonic over the period of most of the measurements involving the diaphragm cell. To calibrate, a pressure near the lower limit of the piston gage ( ",900 mm Hg) was measured simultaneously by the manometer (Hg or HgB) and by the pis ton gage (PGD ). The two results were set equal to each other, with the pressure supported by the diaphragm appearing as an unknown quantity to be determined from the equation. After an observation the weight on the piston gage was changed by a few grams and conditions readjusted so that the diaphragm I ,had moved slightly. A calibration consisLed of five or ten such observations. Over a range of about 70 mm in the height of the waLeI' column Lhe calibra tion was linear, with a change in water height of 1 mm corresponding Lo a pressu rc ch ange of 0.95 mm Hg. To make meas uremenL Lhe temperature of thc cryostat was raised to Lhe desircd value, h elium was admitted to the line betwcen the diaphragm and the piston gage until the diaphragm was near its equilibrium position. Then the valve to the piston gage was opened slightly and the weights adj usted until balance was obtained. The weights were then recorded and also the hcights of the menisci in the water and oil sight glasses. Room temperature was recorded for use in computing the densities of the oil and water columns. After a press ure balance had been obtained, the weight on the piston gage was changed by 5 or 10 g and balance restored by changing the amount of oil 01' helium in the system. This caused Lhe diaphragm to take up a new position, still in the linear range covered by the calibration . A nother set of readings was then made. An experimental determination consisted of three sets of readings of the piston gage a nd diaphragm, alternated with four readings of the resistance thermometcr.
The diaphragm worked satisiacLorily in all m easurenients mad e in 1947 . Wh en it wa first used in 1948, howe\~er, the data did not agree among themselves or with the earlier data. The diaphragm ('ell was found to be unu sable and was replaced by the pressure transmitter shown in figure 1 . Th e cell could have been put back in service by replacing the diaphragm, but it was thought preferable to rcplaae it with a difl'erent mechflnism and thus obtain an independent check on the reliability of the data. The pressure transmitter shown in figure 1 was therefore used. The method of observing mercury meniscus positions is described in the section on apparatus. After the piston gage had been balanced and the weights recorded, a series of observations of thermometer resistance was begun. While one operfltor recorded resistances at I-min interval s, the second operator simultancously observed the heights of the mercury columns in each arm of the pressure transmi tter. Temperatures were recorded for use in computing the density of the merCLlry, water, and oil t.hrough which the pressure was transmitted. The ,yater-oil cell was bled occasionally
Vapor Pressure of Oxygen
Lo establish the posiLion of the water-oil boundary in this cell. The vltlves were manipulated in such a way as to keep this position constant except for the compressibility of the oil and the leakage of oil p ast the pisLoJl. TIle Jensi Ly oJ tho oil was not greaLly different from Lhe density of water. A 64-mm uncertainty in the h eigh t of the wateroil boundary would hflve been required to cause an error in pressure of 1 mm Hg.
The computation of pressures from piston-gage data requires a number of correeLions Lo be made.
The desired pressure P is that at t.he liquicl-,-apor interface in the equilibrium chamb er. This pressure is equal to the hydrostatic press ure due to all fluids in the transmitting line, plus the press ure exerted by the piston gage, plus the barometric pressurc. That is
where 1 is the acceleraLion of gravity, mo is th e fixed mflss of Lhe piston, weight-carri er eLc. , m is the mass of the weigh ts added, (L is the effective area of Lhe piston, and b is the baronietric pressure. Thr integral can be divided into several parts. Starting fit the liquid-vapor surface we have first a column of 02 vapor. vYe integrate along the transmi tLing line, (,fl king dh positive upward. Referring now t,o figure 1 Lhere is next a section of t,he line fill ed with merCllJ"Y, then one filled with water and finall y oil. Let ho, hi , hz, h3, h4 be Ihe r es pective heights or the phase. boundaries between OTliquid and Oz-vapor, Oz-vapor and Hg-, Hg and water. wate r and oil, oil and the bfl se of the piston. Then the integral ca n be broken into the following parts All IleighLs remain consLanL except hI and h2, provided the apparatus remains undisturbed and the water-oil cell is properly bled. In the above formu la, heights mnst be in centimeters if densities arc in grams per cubic centimeter.
The correction for the hydrostatic press ure of oxygen vapor is quite small and was applied only at pressures above 1 m Hg. Many of the quantities entering into the correction h ad to he esti-mated-particularly the temperature distribution along the tube leading out of the cryostat. Other data were taken from the MollieI' chart of Millar and Sullivan [ll] . The correction ranged from about 0.1 mm Hg at 1 m Hg to about 6.5 mm Hg at, the critical point. Except near the latter point it was nearly proportional to the pressure. The correction was applied by increasing 10gioP by values ranging from 0.00005 to 0.00007, in the case of the PG Hg measurements.
For the diaphragm cell (PGD) apparatus the correction for oxygen vapor was only slightly different. The equation for P given above was modified, however, to take into account the changed arrangement of fluids in the transmittiilg line, and included a term for the pressure supported by the diaphragm.
To reduce piston-gage readings to std mm Hg p(Hg, O°C) was taken to be 13.59504 g cm-3 [12] , and the valu es of lo cal and standard gravity given earlier were used . The piston-gage oil had a density of 0.8680 g cm-3 at 20° C. Variations in the density of water and oil with temperature were taken into account, although they were nearly negligible. Effect of pressure on the density of the oil was neglected. At 50 atm, the density would probably be from 4 to 6 per mille gr eater than at 1 atm [13] . This would cause an error of only 0.1 mm Hg in the PGD data, and would have still less effect on the PGHg measurements. The mercury column height h2-h1 was of course reduced to standard conditions. Analysis oj the data. A number of vaporpressure equations were used at various stages of the work. The procedure finally adopted, however, is the only one that will be described in detail. This procedure led to the preparation of figure 3 , points belonging to the same run have been joined by straight lines where this could be done without impairing the clarity of the figure.
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. 4 . 0229 46. 8 . 0616 108. 7 .1430 225. 3 .2964 425. 4 . 5597 745. 0 . 9803 ACC1tTaCY oj the results. The average deviaLion from table 2 of the points measured wiLh Lhe oil manometer is 0.014 mm Hg. ' Where the mercury manometer was used alone, the average deviation was 0.13 mm Hg. Wh ere m ercury manometer and barometer were bolh read, the corresponding figure was 0.22 mm H g. For piston gage r eadings where the diaplU'agm cell was employed, the average deviation was 0.84 mm H g, and where the pressure transmi tter shown in figure 1 was used the deviation was 1.13 mm Hg.
The first two runs (March 16 and 17, 1942) were made under rather unfavorable conditions. At that time the tube h eater was so controlled that the tube thermel indicatcd a temperature equal to that of the calorimete r. La ter it was found that a somewhat high er temperaLure was required to avoid all danger of a cold spot on the tube. The values are probably correct, at least within the limiLs of Lbeir agreement with th e late r data. Th ey arc included b ecause of L he sca rcity of data at Lhe lowes t pressures. Th ey contain the three measuremen ts made on solid oxygen. As mentioned earlier, leakage of helium from the resistance thermometer caused Lrouble at one stage in the m eas urements. This was elimina ted b.y operating with a small amount of helium in the space inside the shi eld. All daLa subj ec L to elTOr from loss of h elium from the Lhermomeler were discarded.
Three possible sources of elTor must be considered: impurity in the m aLe rial; th e pressure measurements; and the temperature measurements. Effect of impurity is believed to be small compared to other enol's. B etween the triple point and 95° K , which is about the upper limit of the HgB measm'em ent,s, pressures are thought to be accurate to 0.1 or 0.2 mm Hg. This refers to the smoothed values given by table 2 rather than to individual measurements. Above the range of m ercury manometry the uncertainty increases to 1 or 2 mID Hg, and then gradually increases still more as the pressure rises. The uncertainty near the critical point may be 10 mm Hg, which is about 1 part in 4,000. Each of the last three values in table 1 is an average obtained from the isoth erm data of table 5, and h en ce is somewhat. more accurate than other values in the neighborhood .
Errors associated with temperature measurements are morC' difficul t to estimate. The reVapor Pressure of Oxygen producibility of temperature meaSlll'emenLs with a given thermometer was easily }~ mel eg. The triple-point detel'mina Lions made with Lhermometers L3 and L14 agreed to b oLter Lhan 1 mdeg, which indicates that th e accLlracy of our ca librations on the PTS is of the order of 1 or 2 mdeg. It is hoped that the PTS does not deviate from the thermodynamic scale by more than 20 md eg [IJ. Above the oxygen boiling point the ITS was used. The reproducibility of this scale depends on the distances to the nearest calibration points, which in this case were 90.19° 'l' be ordinate is tbe temperature reported by tbe observer minus the temperature calculated from table 2. For all of the data r eferred to in table 4, deviations from table 2 were computed. These are plotted in figure 4 , with the exception of the three points in the paper of Aoyama and Kanda [18] . These had n egative d eviations of more than half a degree and so are beyond the range of the graph. It is th e writer's belief that figure 4 is more instructive as a comparison of various temperature scales than as a comparison of accuracy in pressure m easurement, and for this r eason the deviations in Figure 4 are in terms of temperature rather than in terms of pressure as in figur e 3. The data of Aoyama and Kanda just referr ed to are probably in error b ecause of unsatisfactory pressure m easurem en ts, and this may b e true of the data of Onnes, et al.; but most of the differ ences between the rcst of th e data and table 2 are probably associated with the temp erature. The temperat ures of H enning and H euse [16] w ere converted from the centigrade to the K elvin scale with T o=273. 20. In the range b elow 90° K the n egative deviations considerably outweigh the positive ones. If however the older data of Siemens [141 and Cath [15] are excluded, there is not a great preponderance of deviations of eith er sign. Above 90° K the data plotted are those of Dodge and Davis [3] (including those of Dodge and Dunbar in the same r eference) and those of Onnes, Dorsman, and Holst [4] . The former show good agreem en t with table 2 at 90° but fall more and more b elow it at higher temperatures, reaching an extreme of about -0.3° at 134° K. Dodge and Davis calibrated their thermocouple at the boiling points of N 2, O2, and CH4 using for the temperature of the last 111.52° K . A curren tly accepted [23] value for th e boiling point of CH4 is 111.67° K , which is 0 .15 higher. Dodge and Davis obtained pressure is found from table 2 to be Pc=38,109 ± 50 mm Hg (50.14 at-m).
The method by which v was computed from hI will be briefly explained. It was necessary to know the mass of O2 in the equilibrium chamber and the connecting tubes extending to the valve VI and the mercmy surface hI' It was also necessary to know the volumes and temperatures ' of the various parts of this volume. This permitted the mass of O2 outside the equilibrium chamber to be computed from the known properties of oxygen gas. The mass of O2 in the equilibrium chamber could then be determined by difference. Division of the volume of the equilibrium chamber by this mass gives v. That is, v is the mean specific volume for the entire chamber, without regard for the fact that two phases were sometimes present.
The volume V containing the known mass of O2 can be expressed as V = Vo -ahl , where a is the known inside cross section of the pressme transmitter (0.968 cm 2 ). The volume V was known approximately from the dimensions of the apparatus, but was measured accmately as follows: With all parts of V near room temperature, gas was admitted to a pressure of about 1 atm, which pressure was measured by the height h2-hl • The space above h2 (later filled with water) had been previously evacuated. Next the space above h2 was opened to the atmosphere, and after time for thermal equilibrium the new pressure in V (=h2 -hl + barometer) was observed .
Two or more pall's of values of p and hi plus the ideal gas law permit V to be determined as a function of hi. If necessary V may be treated as a sum of subvolumes each at a different temperature. Several measurements of the type just described gave the following equation, which was accepted for V V(cm 3 ) = 84.45-0.0968 hI (mm) .
(1 )
When this value was checked by computing V from the dimensions of the apparatus, a value 1.15 cm 3 smaller was found. For this reason the specific volumes given in table 5 and figme 5 are rather uncertain.
Computed volumes of various parts of V were adjusted to give agreement with the observed total volume (eq 1). Then from the known pressure, the mass of O2 at room temperature (assllmed to be 300 0 K) was computed, using compressibility factors from reference [26] . The temperature change from ' equilibrium chamber to room temperature occurred in a vertical section of tube. Hence the mass of O2 in this tube could be readily obtained from the integral computed for the hydrostatic pressure corrections to the vapor pressure measurements.
The total mass of O2 in V was obtained by noting the fall of pressure in the calibrated volume and connecting lines when the mass was transfen'ed to the cryostat. The temperatures of the calibrated volume and the connecting lines were observed. The volumes of the connecting lines including the Hg-in-glass manometer were found by means similar to those used in determining V.
From figure 5 the critical density of O2 is about 1/2.6 = 0.38 g cm-3 • By making the most extreme assumptions in distributing the l.15-cm 3 discrepancy previously referred to among the various parts of V, the computed critical density can be raised from 0.38 to about 0.44 g cm-3 . Comparison of earlier values of T c, Pc , and Pc with those given in this paper is deferred until after presentation of the calorimetric measurements iri the critical region.
VI. Heat Capacities in the Critical Region
Heat-capacity measurements were undertaken to investigate the nature of the changes that take place near the critical point. and also to determine whether or not calorimetric methods of determining the critical constants could compete with conventional methods. The apparatus was primarily designed for vapor-pressure work and had several drawbacks as a calorimeter. Hence the results are only indicative of what could be done with a calorimeter properly designed for highpressure work.
I
Measurem ents. All of the heat-capacity measurements were made in the PGD (piston gage-. diaphragm cell) apparatus. A lmown quantity of O2 was introduced into the volume V, which comprised the equilibrium chamber and the lines extending from it to the valve 1'1 and to the diaphragm cell. The quantity of O2 introduced into V was determined from the fall in pressure in the calibrated volume, as in the case of the isotherm measurements. With the diapm:agm cell, eq 1 for V does not apply. Except for motion of the diaphragm, r remains constant. Direct meas urem ent of 1-' by gas-lm.v methods similar Lo Lhose d escribed in the section on isotherms again showed r to b e more than 1 cm 3 larger than the value computed from available dimensions .
With a known mass of O2 in Y, heat-capacity measurements were made in the usual way by measurement of E, I, and the heating time, t.
The shields were kept at the temperature of the calorimeter at all times. The chief weakness of the apparatus as a calorimeter was the rather short path for heat flow between the copper block ( fig. 2 ) and the shield, along the two pressuretransmitting tubes and the larger supporting tube. Heat leak h er e might b e expected to affect th e gross and tare h eat capacities abou t equally, however, The latter were m easured with V evacuated. Owing to the small size of th e sample of O2 in V (1.6 3 to 4.00 g) th e n et h eat capacity was a rather small fraction of th e gross h eat capacity ("-' 5 to 10% except near the maxima).
B ecause the conditions und er which th e h eat capacity was m eas ured are somewhat unu sual, it will b e worth while Lo enumerate the v ariou s processes taking place in the calorimetri c system as m easurem ents arc made. Most of th e energy supplied is absorbed by the calorimeter (tar e h eat capacity). The rest is absorbed oy the sample. If the calorimeter contains both liquid and vapor, part of the en ergy will go to rai se the temperature of each phase, and in addition som e ma terial will in general pass from one phase to th e other, r esulting in the absorption or liber ation of h eat of vaporization. B esidcs th ese processes, the rise in temperature incr eases th e vapor press W"e of the material. This causes vapor to flow out of the calorimeter into the pressure-transmitting tub e wh~re its heat capacity is no longer measured. The measurem ents y ield a quantity that is not v ery closely r elated to the familiar C.at, C., or Cop of a single phase, although these h eat capacities can be computed from the m easW"em ents if certain auxiliary data are known with adequate accuracy.
Although the h eat capacities of the individual phases have not in general b een computed from the present m easurements, Lhe sig nifican ce of th e results is perhaps most ea ily grasp ed by giving the relation between them and the h eat capacities of the individual phases. The quantity reported is also rather simply r elated to the slopes of certain lines on the entropy -temp erature diagram. In a Vapor Pressure of Oxygen previous publication the a uthor [27] derived relations between the heat cap acity, Ce, of sa tura ted condensed phase and that of a two-phase system consisting of saturated condensed phase and vapor in equilibrium. Although these were d eveloped primarily to p ermit correcting for the presence of vapor, they can easily be modified for use in the case under discussion. The present experiments were of type 4 according to the classification of the paper referred to (gross charge, M; tare charge, 0; filling tube, yes). For this type of experiment the net observed heat capacity (gross minus tare) of the two phases in the calorimeter is where M t is the mass of m ateri al in the tube (outside the calorimeter proper), S' is the " excess entropy" of the material in the calorimeter proper , and l is the h eat of vaporization p er gram. The "excess en tropy" is the 'excess above the entropy of the sam e mas of satura ted conden sed phase and may b e computed either from latent h eat or vapor-pre m e data when these and certain other auxiliary data are known. The term l (dNltldT) is th e contribution to the h ea t capacit.y of the h eat of vaporization of that material which is forced Oll t of the calorimeter by th e ri sing press ure.
In analyzing the present rcsults, the mass M t WfiS computed by the m ethods outlined in th e section on iso therms, using the same valnes as were used there for the various subvolum es of r. The term l (dM/ ldT) was then compu ted and su btracted from Cne t for aU points where Lwo phases were act.ually present in the calorimeter. Division by M-1I1t, the mass of material present in the calorimeter, and multiplication by lV, the molecular weight, gave the molar h ea t capaciLy under the conditions of the experim en t, which ' is
This quantity has becn plotted in figm e 6. Except in one isolated case m entioned later, the two terms on the right wer e not separately evaluated. E ach of the six curves in the figure was taken with a different mass of material in the calorimeter so that data would b e obtained at volumes both above and below the critical. All but the top curve have pronounced maxima corresponding to -""--- a much more rapid absorption of hell, t as the critical temperature is approached. The quantity plotted is a property of the material, but as the figure shows, it also depends on volume. Owing to the gradual increase in Af" the curve obtained with . anyone filling does not correspond to a constant volume line, although it approximates rather closely to such a line at temperatures well below the critical. The mass of material present in the calorimeter falls by 10 or 20 percent as the pressure rises, so the over-all specific volume of the material being measured increases by this amount. The molar volumes given in figure 6 for each curve were computed for the temperatures at which the respective maxima occurred.
On the entropy-temperature diagram the paths followed are at first approximately constantvolume lines in the two-phase region, but as the temperature rises the paths deviate more and more in the direction of higher volumes. Figure  7 is an S-T diagram, drawn somewhat schematically. Along any path in such a diagram, Cpa'h= T(dSjdT)p&th, because of the fundamental relation dS=oQ/ T . Hence the slope of a constantvolume line is TIC., and the slope of a~y path is T jCpath . The maxima in the heat-capacity curves of figure 6 correspond therefore to the portions of the paths having the least slopes. Three constantvolume lines (solid curves) are drawn in figure 7 , about as they usually appear in S-T diagrams. These lines have a slo wly decreasing slope in the two-phase region, with an abrupt increase in slope at the boundary. This corresponds to a slowly increasing h eat capacity while two phases are present, with an abrupt drop to a lower heat capacity on crossing the boundary of the liquidvapor dome.
The two lowest heat-capacity curves of figure 6 (v= 1. 78 Ve and V= 1.26 vc) show that a rather abrupt drop does occur at the dome boundary when the volume is considerably greater than the critical volume. At the critical and all lower volumes, however, the drop is gradual rather than abrupt, but there is a rC'gion of high heat capacity several degrees wide before the dome boundary is crossed. The paths followed on the S-T diagram therefore look more like the two dotted curves than like the solid curves. It would seem that the differences in the two sets of curves are a little too large to be entirely accounted for by the gradual increase in molar volume of the material. If this is the case, the constant-volume lines in an S-T diagram should be drawn with short sections of high curvature at the dome boundary rather than sharp breaks, at least for v less than VC ' Accurate calorimetric data would permit the construction of an S -T diagram, and those quantities most difficult to determine from p-T -T data would be most easily found by calorimetry. The present data were not considered accurate enough to warrant the construction of such a diagram, but they indicate what might be done with a calorimeter containing a larger sample, with better thermal isolation, and preferably without the complication of a filling tube permanently in communication with the equilibrium chamber .6
The curves of figure 6 show that the heat capacity of a sample always drops when the calorimeter is entirely fill ed with one phase, regardless of whether this phase is liquid or vapor. In the lowest filling (v= 1.78 vc) both liquid and vapor were present up to about 151 0 K, at which temperature all the liquid had evaporated. In the highest filling (v = 0.66 vc) the liquid ex-
Tbe beat-capacity curves of figure 6 correspond more closely to tbe dotted constant-volume lines tban to tbe solid lines witb sbarp breaks in tbem.
• Professor A. Michels (pri vate communication) states that tbe Van Der Waals Laboratory will shortly publisb measuremeuts of tbe beat capacity of 0 0. extending through the critical region. Tbese give promise of furuisbing a more conclusive demonstration of tbe value of high-pressure calorimetry tban tbe present results.
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panded until at about. 148° K it entirely fill ed the calorimeter.
A few somewhat puzzling facts r egarding figure 6 should be pointed out. At temperatures above their respective maxima all the curveR drop to values lying between 60 and 70 j mole-l deg-l _ Only one phase is present in the calorimeter and (at least for the three lower curves) material is not being forced out of the calorimeter as rapidly as it was at the maxima. H ence the heat capacity, which must lie somewhere between Gv and Gp, should in fact be rather close to G.. For molecular oxygen in this temperature range the heat capacities in the ideal gas state are GO p= 29.12 and GOv= 20.81 j mole-l deg-l [28] . The observed values are therefore about 65 -25=40 j mole-l deg-l or about 5R higher than the ideal gas value. This seems rather high in comparison with similar data for other substances. For example, Bennewitz and Splittgerber [29] measured Gv for C0ll' tlu'ough the critical r egion , at one volume slightly below and another slightly above the critical volume. The two values of G. that they obtained at 40° C (about 9 deg above T c) differ by less than 2 percent, the average being 56. 0 j mole-l deg-l . This value is in fairly good agreement with the r esults of Michels and de Groot [30] , who computed heat capacities from P-V -T data.
At 40° C and approximately the critical volume, the latter give G.= 53. 7 . The ideal gas value at 40° C is about 29.3 [31] , so G.-Gov= 55- 29. 3= 25.7 j mole-I . deg-l , or 3.1 R. Data ar e also available for ethylene. Pall, Broughton, and Maass [32) measured Gv for ethylene at a volume· slightly less than the critical. At 22 0 C (about 12.5 deg above T c) they found 47.5 j mole-l deg-\ whereas the ideal gas value [33] is about 34 .9 . Hence Gv-Gov= 12 . o, or 1.5 R.
The excess of the heat capacity of a fluid above the value in the ideal gas state may be computed from an equation of state. Unfortunately, ther e does not appear to be any such equation that represents the behavior of oxygen in the critical region. Using the Beattie-Bridgeman equation , with constants that fit the P-V-T data for oxygen at somewhat lower densities, a calculated value of Although the value of 5 R is not so far out of line as to be impossible, it is considerably larger than might be expected. The heat capacities well below the maxima in the curves are also rather higher than was expected, as is discussed in the following paragraph. Such results could be explained by assuming that the tare heat capacity was incorrectly determined, or that the heat leak changed between the gross and the tare measurements. However, the error required is larger than would be anticipated.
As previously pointed out, the heat capacities plotted in figure 6 are given by eq 3. By evaluating and subtracting the last term in this equation, the molar heat capacity Cc of saturated liquid can be obtained. This was done for each of the curves at 130° K, using for the excess entropy the expression S'=(dP/dT)[V-(M-Mt)vcl from reference [27] . Molar volumes of saturated liquid were taken from reference [11] , and values of dP/dT In the absence of error all these values should agree. Giving most weight to the values for which the correction was small, the data give a value of at least 100 j mole-I deg-I for saturated liquid at 130° K.
There are no other measurements at this temperature, but Giauque and Johnston [10] have reported heat capacities up to the boiling point (90.19° K ). At this temperature Cc is about 54 j mole-1 deg-I , and the CUTve is gradually rising. Compared with this, a value of 100 at 130° K seems rather high. One co uld of course postulate som e cause 340 of high heat capacity throughout the entire l critical region, such as the existence of a large proportion of 04 molecules. Rather than draw any such conclusion, it seems wiser simply to present the data as a qualitative picture of the dependence of heat capacity on volume in the critical region. It is planned, when time permits, to p erform similar experiments in an apparatus capable of normal calorimetric accuracy. The loss of helium from the resistance thermometer, which made it necessary to operate the apparatus with the space inside the shields filled with helium, also makes it seem unwise to repeat any of the calorimetric measurements with the present apparatus.
As a method of determining the critical temperature and volume, the calorimetric method appears to be comparable in ease of application with the isotherm method. It may be slightly inferior in accuracy with equal expenditure of effort. Before it can be practically applied, a better knowledge of the relation between h eatcapacity curves and isotherms is needed. At present. the exact point on the critical h eatcapacity curve to associate with the point on the critical isotherm having a horizontal tangent is not known. From figure 6 one would say that at the critical temperature C. has fallen somewhat more than half way from its maximum to its limiting value.
VII. The Critical Constants
The critical constants derived from the isotherm data ( fig. 5) [24] . They are essentially the values of Onnes, Dorsman, and Holst [4] for T c and Pc, and the value of Mathias and Onnes [35] for Pc. In the original paper Onnes, Dorsman, and Holst. give T c both in centigrade and Kelvin units (-118.82° C=
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) I l54 .27 o K ). They determined the crit ical temperature by obser ving the form ation of a meniscus wh en the sample was sudd enly expand ed by a small amo un t. If the menif'cus remain ed permanently the temperature was con sidered to be below T e. At th e accepted valu e of Tc the meniscus appeared in th e middle of the tube: then slowly disappeared at the same level. The eritical density w as found by Mathias and Onnes by extrapolation of th e rect ilinear diameter of t he density para bola .
The criti ca l pressure now being reported is 0.43 atm highe r L Imn t he valu e of Onnes et al. (49.71 :3 atm ) . T he cri tical temperat ure is 0.5 1 deg higher. On(' may ask whetll Pl' thi s is simply the r esul t of u sin g d ifferen t m e thods of identify ing th e critical poin t, as it is common cxp ericn ce that the m eniscus di sappears somewhat below the highest tempc ratm e for whi ch (o p /ov)'I' = O. If this wer e the case the valu es 154.27° K and 49.713 atm would satisfy table 2, b eing simply a sli gh tly lower point on the vapor-pressure curve than the critical point now being r eported. Figure 4 shows that less th an half th e discr epancy can b e explained in this way. The high est plo tted point in figure 4 is th e critical point of Onnes, Dorsman, and Hols t. It is abou t 0.29 deg lower th an th e table. This di crepancy must b e du e eiLb er to actual differ ences in temperature or pressure m easurem ent 01' to the purity of th e sample.
The value of th e critical density deduced from the isotherm measurem en ts (0. 38 g cm -3 ) is probably less accurate th an the valu e of Math ias and Onnes (0.4299 ) .7
VIII. The Two Solid-Solid Transitions
One h eat-capacity run extending from 20.4° K to above the triple point of O2 was made in 1942, with the small conventional adiabatic calorimeter. N o tare nm was made, a nd th e mass of O2 was only approximately known, so no sp ecific h eats or hea ts of t ransition arc reported. Th e sh ap e of the heat-capacity curve at the lower tran ition is shown in figure 8 . The upper CUL've was obtain ed first , pro ceeding from low('l' to higher Lemperatul'es as indicated by the arrows. Th e11 th e appara t us was left for about an hour , witll th e shield s cold , Since completing t his paper, t he appnratus has bcen uscd 0 11 another project. The measurements or volu mes occupied by fluid at high pressure, d iseussed on p . 336, have been repeated and extencl ed. T he redeterminations confirm the value p,=O.38 g em-a, and it is now t bought t hat t his \'alueshoulcl bave eq ual weight with that of Mathias and Onnes.
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S71D26- so that the O2 cooled partially tinough the tr an sit ion again. On r es uming measurf'm enLs from this condition a mueh lower heat capacity C Ul'VP. was obtained in th e transition region. This is presnmabl y clu e to hysteresis ill the trans it,ion and would not h ave b een observed if the second cooling had pr oceeded to 20.4° K like th e first . The maximllm in the first h eat-capacit.y curve is at 23 .886° ± O.005° K, Table 6 contains th e previou sly r eported values for the temperat.ure of t hi s transi t ion and also for the temperature of the trans ition at 4:3.8° K. T h e table also co nlains the more recen t r eporLed 
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lags that made it difficult to measure the heat of transition accurately.
Clusius [37] says the transition is sharp, but Giauque and Johnston [lOJ found temperature variations of 0.1 deg while the transition varied from 15 to 65 percent complete.
In the present experiments the transition was found to be rather broad, but no very noticeable tendency for the temperature to drift after heating periods was observed. This was in contrast to the behavior at th e 43.8° K transition, where the tendency to drift was extreme.
The transition at 43.8° K is more saLisfactorily represented by a temperature versus energy curve than by a heat-capacity curve. Figure 9 shows the gradual rise in temperature as sllccessive portions of the sample were transformed. After eael] addition of energy the temperature drifted down rapidly at first and then more and more sloNly. The temperature was plotted versus time for these drifts, to see whether the limi ting value was independent of the amount of material converted. This was quite definitely not the case. The waiting periods were not all t he same length. The high points in figure 9 correspond to short waiting periods and the low points to long waiting periods. The line drawn through the points corresponds roughly to an average drift period of 10 min. By waiting longer the whole curve would have been lowered and might have lost some of its upward slope, but could certainly not have been made flat. tion temp erature derivable from th e present work. It is of interes t that the h eat of transition at 43.8° Ie is larger than the h eat of fu sion (at 54 .363° Ie), in the ratio of 5 to 3. This transition is generally assumed to be du e to a change in crystal structure. The h eat of the transition at 23.9° Ie is about one-fifth of the hea t of fusion. It has b een suggested tha t this tran i tion is of magnetic origin. The curve in figure 8 b ears some r esemblance to those that are commonly at tr ibuted to the onset of rotation of the molecules of a crystal lattice, but is somewhat more symmetrical than th e typical curve of this type. P errier and Onnes [49] found that on cooling from 33° to 20° Ie, the magnetic susceptibility of O2 suddcntly drops to abou t h alf its orig inal valu e. Although they thought the change occurred ncar 33° Ie it is more likely that it took place at the 23.9° K transition .
IX . The Triple Point and the Boiling Point
'The ploLtin.g of m elting-point data vel' us th e r eeiprocal of P, t he fraetion of Lh e sample melted , wa s discussed in the section on preparat,ion and purity of Lhe samples. The intel'eept of tlt e straight line drawn gives th e triple point of pure material. M easurements on the firs t ampl e, made with pla tinUll r esistance thermometer L3 , gave a triple point temp erature of 54 .3 63° K. Similar m easurements on the third sample, made with th ermometer L14 gave a valu e less than 1 mdeg lower. Su ch close agr eement is fortuitous, for L14 was calibra ted by comparison with some of th e group of standard thermometers of which L3 was a m ember , and the comparison could be expected to introdu ce uncertainties of 2 or 3 mdeg.
Several observa tions of the triple-point pressure are given in table 1 . The last of these is the most r eliable. Earlier points may possibly b e in error b ecause of condensation in the tube leading to the manometer. For previously reported values of triple-point temperatures and pressure, table 6 should be consulted.
Th e temperature of the normal boiling point of O2 was taken to b e 90.19° K . This is the valu e obtained when the accepted value on the ITS ( --182.97 0 C) is converted to the K elvin scale with T o= 273.16° K . Th e calibration of the resistance thermometers was based on this valu e and h ence th e present data yield no information on its correctness. This value has b een u sed in
Vapor Pressure of Oxygen all our work since and including th e es Lablishment of the N BS provi ional temperature scale below 90° K . Some of the more r ecen t reported values of the boiling point are given in table 6.
X. Remarks on Temperature Scales
No correlation of vapor-pre sure data with laten t heat data is presented fit this time. It is known that the ITS and the provisional scale below 90.19° K on which these meas urements arc reported (PTS) are not in exac t agreem ent with the thermodynamic scale. This is parti cularly true near the point where the PTS and the ITS join 
(l / T ) = 2.303R (Z g-ZI)
where L is the h eat of vaporization, and the Z's are compressibility factors (Z = PV/RT) for the gas and the liquid phases, r espectively. Experimental determination of L on the same temperature scale as the vapor pressure measurem ents would permit a much more significant correla tion of vapor press ure and latent heats than is now possible, and would permit our temperature scale to be more accurately smoothed. It is planned to undertake measurements of the heat of vaporization as soon as time permits. Certain laboratories, such as t he Leiden L aboratory, the Physikalisch-T ochnischo R eichsanstalt (PTR), t he cryogcnic laboratory of Profcss or Giauquo at the University of California, and the National Bmeau of Standard s, h ave m aintained an d used more or less woll dcfined temper at ure scales over p eriods of years. As the temperatures of vari.ous fixed points on these scales ar e pu blished it becom es possi ble to compare t hem. T able 7 contains a fow data of this SOl' t from tlu'eo of the labora tories m en t ioned. Differ en ces in the r eported values for each fixed point are plottod in figure 10 , using the Californi a scale as a base line because it contai.ns all of the fixed points includ ed. 
